
Protected access is now 
keyless and effortless
It’s time to say goodbye to heavy, dangling keys and bulky, 
rusty door locks because the L2S from EZVIZ is ready for 
your next front-door upgrade. The L2S makes your door 
easier, faster and safer, and protects your loved ones with 
a sturdy design and the security features that homes need. 
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The L2S is flexible. Use your fingerprint, 
enter the passcode, swipe a proximity 
card, or use the emergency mechanical 
key. Access is always easy to manage 
via the EZVIZ App1.

More ways to unlock, 
easier to manage

Now your fingerprint is your key, 
which you will never forget to carry. 
The L2S locks and unlocks within 
one second and makes you feel secure. 

Semiconductor sensors offer 
better recognition accuracy

You already have 
the key, and 
always will

1 Process every print locally 
with built-in security chip2 After 5 successive failed attempts, 

the lock will auto-disable for 3 minutes3
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Visitors can ring the built-in doorbell to let you 
know they have arrived. When you’re not home 
but need someone to babysit your kids or feed 
your pet, you can create a temporary access 
code on your EZVIZ app to let them in only 
during the permitted time period. 

It’s useful when people visit 

The L2S creates an activity log on your EZVIZ App, so you 
know when and how your door has been opened. The best 
part? Everything can be viewed no matter how far you are 
from your home.

See all the coming and going 
even when you’re not home

Hear your visitor clearly Grant temporary visitor codes



The L2S offers a long standby time – up to 365 days2 – 
and it’s easy to change the batteries when needed. 
If the power goes out, you can connect the lock to a 
portable power bank for emergency opening.

Plenty of power for a busy household

Going out in a hurry? The L2S will automatically lock after 
you close the door. When you’re home and want extra peace 
of mind, just double-lock the L2S by simply lifting up the 
indoor handle. For homes with curious kids and active pets, 
we recommend pressing the safety button down on the 
handle to disable unsafe opening. 

Enjoy an extra layer of protection

Auto-Lock Child Safety Lock



1. On the EZVIZ App, users can only manage access settings and delete existing fingerprints, passcodes or proximity cards. If you wish to add new user access, 

     please consult the User Manual to set it on the door lock panel. The L2S stores up to 50 fingerprints, 50 passcodes, and 50 proximity cards for access.  

2. Based on the usage of 10 openings per day. May vary due to frequent usage or other environmental factors.

The L2S lock is equipped with the most reliable C-grade 
anti-theft cylinder to prevent forced opening. What’s better, 
it sends off a loud siren when somebody tries to forcibly remove it.

Sturdier than you might expect



Specifications CS-L2S-11FCP

Installation 

Operating temperature -25 °C to 70 °C

Operation humidity Humidity 95% or less (non-condensing)

Door compatibility Supports using with wooden and iron doors

Lock face plate 
(installed on the door)

Supported door 
thickness

Standard 240 × 24 mm,double-holes, rectangular angle

Lock strike plate 
(installed on the door 
frame)

For a wooden door: standard 30 × 218 mm
For an iron door: standard 30 × 260 mm

Use with doors that are 40 to 110 mm thick (standard 
wooden door of 40 to 55 mm; standard iron door of 55 
to 75 mm)

Safety Specs

Cylinder C grade lock cylinder

Indoor lock Supports

Handle safety lock Supports

Anti-tamper alarm Supports

Failed attempts auto-lock Auto-disable for 3 minutes after 5 failed 
unlocking attempts

Power Specs 

Working power Uses four 1.5V AA alkaline batteries 

Time of use Up to 1 year based on the usage of 10 openings per day

Low battery alarm Supports

Emergency power supply Micro-USB power bank

Access Solution 

Door handle direction Supports handle setup to be right-handed or left-handed 

Fingerprints Up to 50 fingerprints

Passwords Up to 50 sets of passwords; supports anti-peeping 
virtual passwords; supports creating temporary 
passcodes via EZVIZ App

Proximity cards Up to 50 EZVIZ door cards, with a recommended 
reading distance of 0 to 10 mm

Mechanical keys Supports mechanical keys for emergency unlocking

Design & Materials 

Panel size 307 × 74 × 32 mm (12.09 × 2.91 × 1.26 inch)

Built-in doorbell Supports

Panel material Aluminum alloy

Lock body type Mechanical lock body

Fingerprint sensor Semiconductor



Connectivity & App Management  

Communication method Zigbee 3.0

User access management Supports 

Real-time mobile alerts Supports

Temporary password Supports

Privacy mode Supports

Door status time log Supports

Specifications CS-L2S-11FCP



 In the box
- L2S Smart Fingerprint Lock 

   (Front Panel + Rear Panel)

- Lock Body

- Gateway

- AA Alkaline Batteries (4) 

- Proximity Cards (2)

- Mechanical Keys (2)  

- Square Rod 

- Drilling Template 

- Standard Screw Kit

- Lock Body Screw Kit

- Quick Start Guide

CE / FCC / RoSH

Certifications:

Specifications are subject to change without notice.  "       ", "            " and other trademarks and logos 
are the properties of EZVIZ in various jurisdictions. 

https://www.ezviz.com/


